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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Favorable results have been reported 1n the litera-
ture when oonvulslve shock therapy 1s adm1nistered as the sole 
treatment in various types of psychoses. The improvement or· 
cure, whether ol1n1cal or soolal in nature, is usually eva.lu-
ated through ollnioal interv1ews with individual oases. Al-
though this is undoubtedly a rellable method when employed by 
a oompetent diagnostioian, 11 ttle is known about the natura 
of the ohanges whioh had taken plaoe or about the permanenoe 
of the oure. 
The present researoh will attempt to formulate a 
more obJeotlve deSCription of the transition ln the structure 
of the patient's personality as a result of shock treatment 
by the utilization of a standardized proJeotive approach, the 
Rorsohaoh Test. 
Schizophrenia. was ohosen a.s the most suitable olini-
cal entity for this study. In spite of extensive studies on 
the subject of schizophrenia, there is still considerable mys-
tery rega.rdlng many of 1 ts phases. L1 ttle i8 known regarding 
1 
2 
its nature, etiology, and cure. Convulsive shock therapy has 
been found efficacious in producing remissions, but its true 
function as a specific curative measure is surrounded with spe-
culative theoriZing.l Although this stUdy does not purport to 
explain the oa.usal relationship between soma.tio treatment and 
the remission it produoes, an 'obJeQtive deacr~ption of what 
oonstitutes a. *fcura" may suggest areas ,for more intensive study 
and influenoe theoretical considerations • 
• o 
Most clinioal stUdies deal with single symptoms per-
mitting grea.ter control and more intensive observation. The 
method is not practical, however. in the present study since 
the oomplexi ty of the schizophrenic personal! ty can be under-
stood meaningfully Only when studied as an interrelated whole. 
The Rorsohach PsychOdiagnostics Test, a projective method ot 
personality diagnoSis, satisfies this requ1rement more ade-
quately than other known instruments. 
This study is based on the hypothesiS that 1f any 
oonsistent changes in the schizophreniopersona11ty are brought 
about by oonvuls1ve shock therapy, a quant1tative Rorschaoh 
study of the personality before and after a series of treat-
ments should deteot these changes. 'fhe ohief' focus of research, 
1 ZYgJDunt A. P1otro'L'lski, "The PrognostiC ;'Poss1b1l1-
ties of the Rorsohach :Hethod in Insu11n rfreatment, It ps;y;ch1atr1p 
guarterlz, XlI, 1938, 689. 
r 
then, will be to arrive at an objective desoription of a group 
of patients diagnosed as schizophrenic at the time of admission 
to a hospital and to compare these data with the test results 
of the same patients after a series of eleotrio shook treatment 
The d1agnoses a.nd remissions or improvements will be, based. on 
psychiatrists· olinioal judgments. 
Supplementary data whioh may profitably be noted are 
the following: (1) How many of the Rorsohach signs found in 
schizophrenia by Beck, Rickers-Ovsiank:ina., Rorschaoh. Kelley 
and Klopfer2 appear in the first protocols of thG pres~nt stu,-
dy? (2) Having asoerta.ined the presenoe of some of these signs, 
how many are influenoed or eliminated in the course of treat-
ment? {3} A.re the ohanges produoed in the patient's persona-
lity struoture merely shifts within the psyohotic patterning 
or are these ohanges 1n the direotion of normalcy? 
2 Bruno Klopfer and Douglas }~oGlasha.n Kelley, The 
.~rsohach T2ohn1gue"New York, (1946), 362. 
CHAPTEH II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Since sakel introduced insulin shock as a speoific 
form of therapy in the treatment of schizophrenia. in 1928, 
there has been a considerable amount of speoulat1on and re ... 
search in an attempt to formulate the psyohologioal effects on 
the patients. Similar interest was devoted to eleotro-oonvul-
sive therapy when Cerl~ttl and Bini first demonstrated its use 
in the treatment of schizophrenia in 1938. Both of these modes 
of there.py have aohieved widespread appl1oation although very 
little is known of either the speoific therapeutic changes or 
the psychological effects. Furthermore, no adequate theory has 
been developed to explain the1r success. Various attempts have 
been made, therefore, to arrive at descr1pt1ve defin1tions of' 
the changes in persona11ty that have been noted follOWing oon-
vulsive therapy. Most of these studies have utilized the 
Rorsohaoh Test. 
The ea.rl1est of these studies was concer'ned with the 
effects of insulin coma. In 1939 P1otrowsk11 reported on a 
1 Zygmunt A. Piotrowski. "Rorsohaoh Ivlan1festat1ons 
of Improvement 1n Insulin Treated SCh1zophrenics,ft ps.¥ch;osoma-
tic ~led101ne. It 1939. 508. 
4 
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study of sixty soh1zophrenic patients who were tested before 
and after series of 1nsu11n treatments. A comparison of the 
pre .... treatment reOOrds with the post.treatment records of each 
pat1ent revealed differenoes which closely paralleled the dif-
ferences in 1mprovement as observed clin1cally; patients whom 
the medical staff deolared unimproved did not, as a rule, show 
significant differenoes between the pre-treatment and the post-
'r treatment records, wh,le those who improved greatly or reoovered 
showed notioeable differenoes. A comparison of Rorschaoh f1nd-
1ngs and clInical observations was possIble w1th regard to suCh 
traits as persGverat10n, capacIty for prolonged voluntary at-
tention, approximate degree of man1fest anx1ety, ag1tatIon, 
1mpuls1ve emotional reactions. emotional lab11lty, nature of 
dominant attitude, whether it 1s one of resignat10n or aelf-
assertion, quality of mental productIon, conso1ous oontrol over 
the thought prooesses, ooherence of reasOning, and so forth. 
SOme of P1otrowski's spec1fio f1ndings following 
successful 1nsu11n treatment are: (1) sign1fioant improvement 
1n the speed and ease of interpretat1ons, less hes1tation, 
more self-aosurange, less Circumstantial, more to the po1nt, 
and the avemge t1me per response 1s usually shorter. (2) not 
only verbal form. but logioal oontent ohanges for the better 
and. less con:fusion is experienced between the interpretation 
and the desoription of the blot, (3) increase in the number 
6 
.. 
and qua.li ty of .f>l response s, pI'ssanoe of more aoti ve inner life, 
(4) increase in the number and peroentage of :F'O responses; 
good and effortless emotional oontaot, (5) inorease in 1" plus 
per oent, oonsoious oontrol over thought prooesses, adequaoy ot 
ideas and prolonged voluntary attention, (6) percepts undergo 
marked ohange tor better regardless of amount.ot associative 
elaboration, (7) ability to oombine felio1tously the various 
details of the inkblots into more meaningful wholes improves 
in some patients. This would oorrespond to an improvement in 
oonstruotive thinking. Integration is better. 
Considerable emphasis is plaoed upon the quality of 
the peroept. Plotro\llSki mainta1ns tha.t "reasonable elaborations 
based on vague percepts are indioations of poox'er prognosis than 
far-fetohed elaborations based on good peroepts. The peroept, 
then, may be regarded as being of primary importanoe whereas 
the thoughts expressed in the fantasies and in the elaboration 
of the peroepts are undoubtedly of seoondary importanoe and are 
muoh more variable. ,.2 
Piotrowsk1 has found that at least several of the 
ohanges listed above oan be found in the post-treatment reoord 
of every improved patient. It should be noted, hOIi:ever, that 
no a.dequate statistioa.l treatment is found anywhere in the 
2 .!Q!S.. 509. 
7 
.. 
evaluation of his results. In th1s respeot, Piotrowski's study 
1s oonsiderably more subjeotive than the present endeavor and 
his opinions are inconclusive. 
Halpern considered the same problem in her research 
w1th a smaller group, seventeen males between the ages of 
e1ghteen and thirty years of age.' Her patients were divided 
into two groups: Group A consisted of seven patients who re-
mained unimproved following treatment and Group B, also seven 
patients, who had improved and maintained the1r place in so-
Ciety for a year or more. Apparently three oases were excluded 
from the study, although no reason is given. 
Halpern wished to determine which personality types 
benefit most from insulin therapy and, seoondly, what changes 
are found in the personality structure after insulin. The lat-
ter consideration is of primary ooncern in tho present investi-
gation. She found that the two groups d1ffered markedly 1n 
(1) productivity, (2) Erlebn1styp, and (3) the presence or 
a.bsence of human responses (H). 
Group profiles were compiled for both groups. Before 
3 Florenoe Halpern, dRorschaoh Interpretat10n of 
the Personal! ty structure of' Sch1zophrenics 'iiho Benef1 t from 
Insulin Therapy, f1 Pg,¥ohtatr1g guarteru, nv, 1940, 826. 
8 
.. 
commenting on Halpern's procedure it may prove worthwhile to 
review some of the conclusions she draws from tho data. ;rhe 
following 1s a brief summary of her conclusions: In the post-
treatment protocols there 1s evidence of greater awareness of 
real1ty, a more conorete, practical approa.ch. In Group A, all 
but one case displayed some receptivity to emotional stimuli, 
even though not a.lways well~oontrolled. There was some evidenoe 
of inner 11fe in four of the seven oa.ses as well aD some signs 
of oreat1vity. These siens were absent 1n all but one of the 
pre-treatment protoools. In Group,B, pre-treatment reoords 
showed a. preponderanoe. of impulsive and unoontrolled ernotlone. ... 
l1ty. Post-treatment reoords indioated an adjustment 1n the 
d1rection of the soclally aoceptable response. Nearly all test 
factors in the post-treatment records of both groU)S show trends 
toward a normal pioture.4 
Although these general1zat1ons made by Halpern are 
vague and nonoommltal. speaking; of "trends" in the personality 
ohanges is nonetheless unjustified without sta.tistioal evidenoe. 
Her list1ng of the sum of res·ponses for ea.Oh group :t'or purposes 
of oomparison 1s a. procedure thoroughly '~ndemned by cronbaoh. 5 
4 See Table I, page 9. 
5 Lee J. Cronbach, "Stat1stical 1/1ethods Applied to 
Rorsohach Soores: A Revie .. ,.,,·· Fg;y:oholosloa1 Bt;Lletin, XLVI, 
1949, 399. 
rr------------
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Rorschach 
Data 
R 
RF( 
\'1% 
D% 
F% 
F+% 
M% 
Csum 
P,hC 
H% 
Hd-At% 
TABLE I 
DIFF'ERENTIAL EFl<"'ECTS OF INSULIN 
THERAPY IN SCHIZOPHRENIA6 
Group A (unimproved) Group B (improved) 
. 
Before After .Before After 
Treatment Treatment Trea.tment 'rreatment 
102 116 221 146 
11 16 4 5.5 
45 :;4 60 41 
46 53 33 45 
73 68 50 56 
84 100 88 98 
3.9 13.7 18.9 17.0 
10 10.5 25 11 
2:10 5:10.5 24:25 11:11 
4.9 6.9 14.9 13.6 
21 18 7.9 7.5 
* RF% 1s defined as the percentage of rejections. 
6 Halpern "Rorschach Interpretat10n of the Fersona-
11t1 structure of sctizoPhren1CS Who Benef1t from Insu11n The-
rapy," P§XS!h1&tGc Quarterll, XlV, 829. 
10 
Most of her study, however, was appa.rently ba.sed on the oompari-
son of averages of va.rious teat oategories. Halpern describes 
her results rather nonoommltally in terms of the presence or 
a.bsenoe of certa1n tra1ts or 1n terms of the degree to whioh 
certain a.speots of the personality a.re mod1fied. The very faot 
that the sUbjeot1ve conolusions are the only results of the stu-
dy whioh are cited does, by 1mplioa.tion, a.ttribute significance 
to tham wh10h is not warranted by the ev1denoe quoted. 
One of the f1rst Rorsohach studies oonoerned with 
electrio oonvulsive therapy was a. simple experiment reported 
by Kelley, J.'1a.rgulies, a.nd. Barrera. on the effects ot one oonvul-
sion.7 The Rorschach Test given before a.nd atter a. s1ngle 
trea.tment disolosed no signif1cant changes in the patient's 
persona11ty. 
A simila.r a.pproa.ch wa.s taken by LBwen"ba.ok a.nd Sta.in-
brook.8 The effects of Single treatments were noted by the 
Rorsohaoh teohnique, but the testing oontinued throughout the 
series of treatments to study the oumulat1 ve changes brought 
7 D. M. Kelley, H. Margu11es, a.nd S. E. Barrera, 
"The Stability of the Rorschaoh 14ethod as Dem.onstra.ted 1n 
I~lectrl0 COnvuls1ve 'rhera)y Cases, f1 Rorachaop. Reaeargh 
EXOMMe It V, 19,41, 36. 
8 Hans IAwenbaok and Edward J. Stainbrook, 1I0bser_ 
vations on Pa.t1ents after li:leotro-Shook, It Amer~ca.n ~ourna.l S!! 
PSIch1ata, XCVIII, 1942, 831. 
ll. 
... 
about by electric shock. F1fteen state hospital cases were 
studied after each of one hundred separate shocks. 
standard Rorschach technique was used wherever pos-
sible, but a modified method was employed for the investigation 
of the qu1ckly changing post-convuls1ve personall.ty sta.tes. 
Each patient was asked to respond to three cards only a.fter 
eaoh convulsion, a protocol being taken continuously from the 
time he was first able to speak until a steady state was reaohe~ 
in most oases, no longer than one hour after shook. After three 
or four treatment days, responses to aU ten cards \firerS assem-
bled. into a. oomposite Rorsohaoh record for every five ... minute 
interval 1n an ind1v1dual patient's post-shoak recovery. 
Usually f1fteen to twenty m1nutes elapsed before a 
patient could speak intelligibly, although some records were 
obtained within five mintdies. The first records were marked 
by an abnormally low number of responses, usually not more than 
fifteen. most of which were simply color naming. Fifty to six-
ty per cent of the responses frequently ocourred on the last 
three cards. 
Usually less than thirty-five per cent of the res-
ponses were determined by form alone and the percentage of 
sharply perceived forme was very low. about twenty per cent, 
eVidence of peroeptual laxity. The first adequate form res-
12 
,., 
ponses were usually given to card five, a compact, def1nitely 
shaped figure. gven at this low level, hO\iever, there was 
evidenoe of the basio personality attitudes as demonstrated 
by responses peouliar to the individual being tested in the 
pre-shock sta.te (suoh as '·horse l ' to ca.rd five), be1ng among 
the first responses other than oolor-naming whioh the pat1ent 
gave to the blots. In many patients the pre-oonvulsive atti-
tude of rejeotion of the test was mainta1ned after shook as 
well. 
Ferseverat10n was usually manifested 1n the post-
shook state a.s well as previously although the a.uthors suggest 
the possibility that the response perseverated may cr"a.nge during 
the prooess of reoovery. At the same time, the ma.nner of inter-
pretative control shifted from a.n early, a.lmost oomplete atten-
tion to details to a progressively 1noreas1ng oonoern with the 
whole blot. Paradoxioally, the observation was made that a 
patient might pay more attention to details and produoe a muoh 
greater number of responses than before as well as after termi-
nation of treatment, but these responses remained primitive. 
Along w1th the emphasis 1n intellectual approach 
(gradual inorease in W), there was a grow1ng order11ness 1n 
respond1ng to the oa.rds. In the early reoords there was a 
great deal of repetit10n on the same card. but twenty-five to 
r-" --~--, 
13 
forty minutes later, the patient might enumerate details parti-
cularly on the oolor oards. in an orderly fashion from top to 
bottom, a.nd the symmetricsl counterparts of details might then 
be described together in one response (for example, "two bears") 
rather than as two separate figures. 
In the reoords taken within fifteen minutes of shook, 
color-naming sometimes oonstituted as high as eighty per cent 
of the total responses and persisted, but with d1minishing fre-
quency. throughout the protocol. As recovery progressed, there 
was, in almost all oases, a gradual formalization of oolor de-
tails with greater emphaSis on form. Even patients whose an-
swers were severely limited 1n the normal state after recovery 
showed a. refinement of oolor-nam1ng by speo1fy1ng the proper 
shade. 
Movement responses, oommonly assooiated with persona-
lity stability, were always last to reappear. Thus, after each 
single shook a long recuperative distanoe had to be oovered be-
fore stable responses were again presented. 
Certain differenoes were observed oot'V'leen pre-treat. ... 
ment Rorsohach findings and those obtained after oessation of 
treatment. Two groups were distingUished, one showing olinical 
improvement and disappearanoe of many of the pathologio Roraohao 
indicators and the other in whioh definite signs of abnormality 
14 
.. 
stl1l remalned.9 LBwenback and Stalnbrook suggest this as a 
possible 1ndicator of those t-fho will remain !tcured ft a.s distin-
guished from those who w111 relapse. IO 
Rab1n reports a study designed to determine the ef-
feots of electric shook treatment on the memory, intell1genoe 
level, and persoM1ity of olinical1y 1mproved and not improved 
psychotio patients. ll He administered the Rorsohach Test before 
and immed1ately upon the completion of a oourse of eleotrio 
shock treatments to ten psychotio state hosp1tal patients (e1ght 
of whom were sohizophrenics) between the ages of twenty and 
forty. The average period between exam1nat1ons was about one 
month. 
The post-treatment Horsohaoh protoools of Rabin's 
study sho\'lod greater productivity (R), the tendenoy for F' plus 
per oent to gravi ta to to\tard. the average range t and an increase 
in the number of shading responses. There was also a reduct10n 
in the nuwber of rejeotions and a marked improvement in speed 
. 9 Illustrative oases drawn from these groul)S are 
presented in Table II, page 15, H. S. of Group 1 representing 
a oase whoBe symptoms have subsided and F. ''fl. of (i-roUp 2, a 
case in whom signs of abnormality remain. 
10 L8wenbaok and stainbrook, rtObservations on f'atients 
after E1ectro-Dhock, ,t American Journe,l .2.! ?s;[chiatry. XCVIII, 
832. 
11 I.. Ra.bin, "Effeots of' b1ectrlc ~:.;hock Trea.tment 
upon Bome Aspeots of Personality a.nd Intellect, II lunerlcan 
Psyohologist, II, 1947, 284. (Abstraot) 
TABLE II 
RJRSCHACH PSYCHOGRAMS OF Tv:O PA1'IENTD BEFORE 
AND AFTER SUCCESSFUL TR1:k!,d't<IENT 312 
15 
H. S. of Group 1 F. 1tJ. of Group 2 
Rorschaoh 
Date. Before After Before After 
Trea.tment Treatment Treatment 'treatment 
. 
R 21 21 14- 24-
Vi 4 (3)& 6 1 5 
D 6 (4) 11 9 10 
d 5 :3 :3 6 
Dd 1 2 
S 1 1 2 
:M :3 
FK 
F 10 (1) 7 (2) 9 10 ( 1) 
Fe 1 2 
C' 2 
Fe 4- 4 
CF 2 1 
C 1 
On 6 4 
J? 4 4 1 5 
0 1 2 
a Additional scores. 
12 UJwenoock and stainbrook, "Observat1ons on Patient 
after 21eotro-shook," American Joul:'l'lal .9! Fsychiatry, XCVIII, 
832. 
16 
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of response. No slne;le Rorschach faotors l+/ere found wh10h 
might serve as 1ndioao or as predictors of improvement, but the 
total patterns did correspond with improvement. 
A relatively smaller number of studies have been made 
on electro-shook patients ao oompared flith patients being treat-
ed \fith insulin. If this faot has any signifioanoe a.t all, a. 
review of the literature on tho oubJeot produces no general 
agreement as to the reasons for this pauoity of researoh. The 
faot that insullh shook was used for ten years prior to the 
introduotion of electric shock as a form of therapy may par-
tially aooount for the greater interest directed toward the for-
mer. This 1s eapec-i.ally true since the effeots of eleotrio 
shook treatment do not differ essentially from thone produoed 
by insulin ooma. 13 After a study of eleotric shock therapy in 
tl"'/O hundred oases of sohizophrenia, Ka11nowsky, Lothar, and 
Worthing ooncluded the.t the relative merits of electriC shook 
as compared w1th 1nsulin shock treatment was a highly d1sput-
able question. Ourrent inv19Dt1gatlon "'11th these t\40 tYgea of 
treatments as \'11911 as a oombination of both types st1ll loaves 
the question of oomparable value unanswered.14 
13 C. o. Chene I and H. E. Clow, "Procnof.rtio l,'a.otors 
in Insulin Shook Therapy, • Amer10an Journal of fsycblatrz, XCVII, 
1941. 1038. --
14 Lothar B. Kalino\1sky and raul H. Hooh. Shook 
Treatments and Other t30mat1c .Prooedurns l!l Pgxchiat,X'z, New York, 
194(5, i99. 
17 
Consequently, it is believed that neither electric 
shock nor insulin coma have a speoific curative effect, but 
that both may bring about ohanges that aocelerate or facilitate 
improvement in those patients \'1ho have the constitutIonal oapa-
oity for suoh improvement or reoovery. Cheney and Clow state 
that "patients who will benefit by insulin treatment will have 
the same charaoteristics as those benefited formerly with other 
forms of treatment ... 15 Piotrowski also shares this viel>}. He 
claims that "since insulin is not a speoifio in the treatment 
of schizophrenia, we do not expect the personality changes fol ... 
lowing this tree-truant to be qualitt',tively different from -the 
spGDlaneous changes oocurri~3 in sohizophrenia. The personali-
ty ohanges produced by insulin treatment are more rapid and per-
haps more intense but apparently they do not differ 1n nature 
from the spontaneous ohanges.«16 
This laok of distInctIon between various forms ot 
treatment is noted in a study by Beck. 17 He disousses the 
effeot of shock therapy upon sohizophrenia, but fails to men-
tion the specifio type of shook treatment employed. 
15 Cheney and. Clow, "Prognostic Faotors in Insulin 
Shook Therapy," [W!e£ioan Journal 9.! psy;ohiatry, XCVII, 10:;8. 
16 Piotrowski, "The PrognostiC Fossibilities of the 
Rorsohaoh l.J:ethod in Insulin Treaunent," psyohiatric ~ua.rterll, 
XII, 689. 
17 Samuel J. Beok, "Effects of Shock rherapy on 
Personal! ty, as Shown by the Rorschaoh Test, t. Archives 2!: 
Neurolo5£ !as PS:t:oh~atr¥, L, 1943. 483. 
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Beck bases his study on only eight cases of schizo-
phrenia bet\-Jecn the ages of fifteen and thirty ... four. 11ho inte 
val between pre-trer:ttment and post-treatment Rorschachs ranges 
from eight. days to three years. He found the pattern on the 
seoond test, an a whole, similar to t~e pattern found in the 
first test. Furthermore, he was under the oonviotion that 
changes after shook therapy were no more str1kiD{; than those 
of patients who improved without treatment. 
Results show that patients tend to improve with res-
pect to Rorschach factors rela:t.ed to intelleotual control (as 
F% or F+%) at the oost of riohness in mental life (impoverished 
oontent and reduced mental productivity). The ohanges were 
insignificant in the area of movement responses, that is, inner 
life (oonsidered by Beok as the core of personality) was resist 
ant to the impact involved in shock trEla.tment. lmprovelllents 
\'lhioh do take place in outer a.ctivities (periphery of' the per-
sonality) are limited. 
Beck's results seem to indioate that the patient 
himself is not really reached. by shoek trea'tmont. He cla.ims 
that, nso far as one can hazard a conclusion from statistica.lly 
scanty material, one may sta.te that shoclt therapy i6 not as 
effective in rea,chil'lg the in:..'1er personality as either sponta.-
neous remission or deep-searching intensive psychotherapy.nlS 
18 Ib1d., 484. 
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1ft oomment1ng on Beckta report, Joseph Ehe1ngold 
summar1z0d Beck's findings aa 1ndicat1ns little change in the 
personality except 1n the intellectual sphere and that the 
gain, wh1ch consists of increased intelleotual oontrol, is at 
the expense of intellectual funot1on. 19 ftne1ngold noted, how-
ever, that the c11n1cal impress10n wh1ch OO\i seems to be crys-
tallizing 1s that shock treatment essent1ally dama6es the mind 
of the patlent and that the olinioa.l 1mprovement 1s correlated 
v-Ilth that damage. He contended that there aeemed to be many 
discrepancies between Beckta results and those of other inves-
tigators, particularly Piotrowski. Piotrot';sk1 t a results were 
not only at variance wlth Beck's, but 1n some respects flatly 
contradictory. Beck stated that the score for the intellec-
tual faotors Z, w, and so on, decreased 1f improvement occurred • 
.Piotro\-ISk1 eta.tad that there ~ro.s an increase. w;t:, for example, 
and the a.ve:ra.ge nur.ober of responses was twlce that of the group 
wh10h d1dnot improve. Both a.greed on the lncrease in F plus. 
Bhelngold further polnted out that there \,/tlS a. real 
difference of opln1on on 00101" and movement responses. Be ok 
sald that the color faotor was unimportant. ?lotrowskl stated 
that there was a deflnlte inorease; the lmproved presented a. 
larger number of 00101" responses than the unimproved. With 
19 ~. 
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respect to the movement response, Beck sald that the remarkable 
fact \'!as :LtG stability, but Piotrowsk1 sald that the movement 
factor was the most outatand.1ng variable a:nd that in the group 
of patients "lhose condition improved the increa.se wa.s five 
times as grea. t as the. t ln the group whlch ahm'led no improvement. 
Piotrowski questions the likelihood of finding any 
significant d1fferences between the resUlts of electrl0 ahook 
and lnsulin coma treatments. 20 Aasuming this improbability to 
be a fact for the present, we flnd that four of the stUdies re-
viewed 1n this Chapter are directly compaI~ble in their ap-
proach to the present undertak~ng. 
The stud1es of Fiotrowski, Halpern, Rabin, a.nd Beok 
are sim1la.r in that the major concern was directed toward the 
schizophrenic personality as a.ffected by a series of abock 
trea.tments. In each ease patients were a.dminister'cd the Ror-
schach Test before and atter the aerles, test results belng 
used as the oriterion or change in the persona~lty structure. 
Piotrowski and Halpern restrlcted their studies to sixty and 
seventeen patients, respect .. ively, treated by insulin a~one 
while Rabin stud1ed only effects of e~eot.r1c shock therapy on 
eight patients. Beck also used eight subjects, but dld not 
20 Letter from Zygmunt A • .Plotrov/skl, N(;H'l lork 
state Psyohiatric Inst1tute. March 12, 1951. 
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state explicitly the type of shock treatment whioh was utilized 
It is entirely poss1ble, however, that he had 1ncluded both 1n-
sul~n- and eleotric-shook-treated cases in his sampling, as is 
true of the present study. 
Although the studies ot Kelley, V~rgulies, and 
. 
Barrera and that of Ulwenback and Sta1.nbrook differ markedly 
from the present attempt, they illustrate interest1ng aspeots 
in the development of post-shock personality changes: the for-
mer proves the 1nefficacy of a single treatment and the latter 
portrays the gradual development of the SChizophrenic personal-
ity·s reorientat10n toward reality. 
In conduot1ng experiments of this nature, the ques-
t10n of control groups frequently arises. For example, in the 
discuss10ns of specif10 curative effects of any shock treat-
ment, is the improvement or cure assumed to be attributable to 
the shook or are there other object1ve facts to account for the 
results' Halpern ventures the folloHing reply: "It is not 
reasonable to a.sswne that all, or eve~ the majority of schizo-
phrenic pa.tients, would tend in the same direction during the 
one to three-month per1od. represented by the averat:;e oourse of 
treatment, \I}er€ there not somE! oommon factor axel-tine.: pressure 
in that direction. As far as can be detel"ln1ned, the only thing 
22 
these pa.tients had in common was the \-lard routine and the in-
sul1n therapy.,,21 
21 Ha.lpern. 'IRorsohaoh Interpretation of the l?erson-
ality structure of Schizophrenics Who Benefit from Insul1.n 
Therapy, It .Psyohia.tric ,guarterly, nv, 832. 
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CHAl'TER III 
PROCEDURE 
Since the purpose of the present research is to 
study the effects of oonvulsiw therapy on the schizophrenio 
personality structure. an attempt was made 1n so far as 1t was 
possible to ma1nta1n uniformity 1n procedure so that shock 
treatment alone might be held accountable for any changes in 
the patients' reactions. 
Ideally, one woUld attempt to fUrther isolate the 1n-
dependent va.r1able (treatment) by compar1ng the present group 
with a oontrol group of sohizophrenios who were rece1ving no 
treatment at all. Th1s. however. was not feas1ble for several 
reasons: (1) the wr1 ter obviously had no oontrol over the re-
oommendation or den1al of treatment to patients, (2) patients 
admitted to the hospital were usually adm1tted for the specifio 
purpose of somatio treatment, (3) denial of treatment in indi-
vidual oases \l/aS done for reasons whioh liltew1se precluded the 
advisability of inclUding them in the present study, for ex-
ample, susp101on. of organio pa.thology, inadvisab1lity of' treat-
1ng ohronic cases wh10h had benefited little or not at all from 
treatment in the past, and so forth, and (4) one might 
23 
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seriously question any individual's right to withhold treatment 
from patients amenable to it and believed likely to benefit 
from it. 
Accordingly, only patients diagnosed by a psycnla-
trist as schizophrenic and soheduled for shock tret3.tment were 
considered suitable subjeots for the present study. The group 
included twenty patients, thirteen of whom were treated at a 
state hospital and seven at a private hospital in the one 
yea.r's period from June 20, 1950 to June 14, 1951. 
The group oonsisted of thirteen men and seven women; 
sixteen of the group were nat1va whites and four were foreign 
born. They were relatively young, with a mean age of 30.2 
years (sigma 8.8 years).. The youngest vms nineteen and the 
oldest forty-seven •. T'ne educational level of the group approx-
imated a.n average high school population with a mean of 10.3 
Y:&8,rs of fomal schooling a.nd a sigma of 2.4 years. 
The duration of illness prior to hospita11zation for 
treatment ranged. from t't'lO "leeks to two yea.rs and ten lllonths. 
The extremely long illnesses W$re recorded in several oases 
that had been under psychiatrio care on an out-patient basis. 
Few pat1ents, however. were treated very soon after the onset 
of 1llness; the average duration prior to shock treatment was 
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approx1mately nine months and three weeks. 
llhe lbrschach Test was adrnln1stered pr10r to the 
first treatment. The Klopfer Method of administrat10n and 
sooring was followed w1th one mod1fication: the testing of 
limits was omitted to preclude any insight into the test which 
the patient might gain, distorting the validity of the retest 
followinES treatment. Any sUspicion or reticenoe on the pa-
tient's part was allayed at the outset by suggesting that the 
test was designed oruy as as ald in facilitating his cure. 
Little resistanoe was encountered after this reassuranoe. 
After the course of treatments was terminated and 
the psychiatrist pronounoed the patient improved or remitted, 
the Rorschach Test \"1as administered again. An average of two 
months and seventeen days (sigma of one month a.nd twelve days) 
had elapsed between the first testine session and the retest. 
The or1g1nal plan was to allow about one week follow1ne; the 
termination of treatment to perm1t the post-shock confus1onal 
state to clear before administering the second Rorschach. ~e 
patients in the private hospital, however, were frequently dis-
oharged from the hospital on the same da.y as the last treatment 
was administered or one or two days later. Oonaequently, it 
was neoessary to test some patients shortly after the shock 
therapy terminated. Patients were not aooessible for testing 
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following their release from the hospital. This oondition must 
be oonsidered as a faotor in the subsequent interpretation of 
the results. 
The number of treatments administered to patients was 
varied in indiv1dual cases as warranted in the op1n1on of the 
psychiatrist in charge and not all patients were treated by 
electrio shook alone. The thirteen state hosp1tal patients 
were treated by electric shock only, each rece1ving t'fJenty 
treatments. Of the seven patients froIll the private hospital, 
one reoeived 22 treatments, two received 16 treatments, Qne re-
ceived 14 treatments. and three rece1ved only 7 treatments. 
Four of the seven p?<tlents "ler'e given supplementary treatment 
by insulin coma. The total time under ooma was, respectively, 
thirty-one hours f~nd forty-five minutes, sixteen hours and. 
th1rty minutes, three hours and forty-five minutes, and three' 
hours and thirty minutes. 
Rorschach group profiles were prepared for the t.wenty 
pat1ents before and after ahock treatment. An lnter-sroup oom-
parison was then made on all quantitat1ve test faotors in the 
locations, detenn1na.nts. content, etc. by the ohi square test 
for significant differenoes using a correotion for continuity 
in small sa.mples. l A sim1lar prooedure tlas used in ap11ra1fd.ng 
1 Henry E. Garrett, Statist1ca !n Psycholo6l ~ 
Eduoation, Net'l 'York, (1948). 240. 
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the preval$nce and disappearanoe of the twenty Rorsohach signa 
oonsidered symptomatiC of sQhizophrenia by various investiga-
tors. :2 
Although all the patients used in th1s research were 
oonsidered at laa~t 1mproved rollo\,llne~ the serles of' treat-
ments, only nine showed marked improvement on the second Ror-
sohaoh Test. The group \,,8.S di.chotomlzed, therefore J 1nto those 
showing improvement on the Rorsohach and those apparently un-
lmproved aocording to the test. These statistical groups were 
su'bm1tted to similar tests of significant d1f:rerenoes~ 
Since eleven of' the twenty cases tested had been 
diagnosed as paranoid schizophren1a while the remainder were 
undetermined or simple types, th1s dlvision 1nto paranoid type 
and other types was likewise submitted to a statist.loal test ot 
dlfferenoes on 1ndlvidual test faotors as well as on the twenty 
Rorsohach signs. 
2 Klopf'er and Kelley, T.b.e Rorsohach Teghn1guEit, 362. 
CHAl:>'fER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Several major assumptions are implicit in the treat-
ment of the present data. First, the d1agnoses of sohizophre-
nia as arrived at by attending psyohiatrists, the sole oriteria 
on which seleotion of patients was based, are considered to be 
aocurate and re11able. Secondly, in spite of the pract,lcal 
difficulty in maintaining a oontrol group, persona11ty ohausss 
revealed in the Borsohach Test will nevertheless be assumed to 
have a. oausal relation with therapy. A final a.ssumption is 
statistical 1n nature, namely, the null hypothesis. In eva.lu-
ating the data, no differences between pre- and post-shock test 
reoords are oons1dered to be signif1cant unless this fact can 
be substantiated statistioally at a high level of probability. 
Table III lists the probability ratios obtained on various 
quantitative test faotors from the entire experimenta.l group 
before and after the twenty cases in the present study were 
treated by ShOOk. l 
.A survey of the table aUS6ests that, with a. few ex-
ceptions, the group profiles before and after therapy remain 
1 Page 29. 
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TABLE III 
RELIABILITY OF~ DIFFERENC,j:I:S BETv{EEN .l2RE- AND POST ... SHOCK 
RORSCHACH RECQ,f{DS OF T\iEl-J"TY SCHIZOPHRc.NICS USING 
THE CHI SQUARb TEST2 
Scoring Category 
Inoreased w% 
D% 
d% 
Inoreased Dd/S% 
Increased FIN 
Deoreased m 
Increased Fe 
C' 
Increased FC 
OF 
Decreased C 
Decreased R 
Decreased F'+~~ 
Probability RatiO' 
.70 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
.50 
1.00 
.50 
1.00 
.30 
.50 
1.00 
3 Ibid., 246. Small sample, corrected for continu1ty. 
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TABLE III (oontinued) 
RELIABILI'rY OF DIFFERENOES BETli'1EEN PRE- AND POST-SHOCK . 
RORSCP.ACH RF:OORDS OF TwENTY SOHIZOPHRbNICS USING 
THE CHI S QUA R::; TEST 
. , 
Sooring Category Probability Ratio 
Deoreased sum C .10 
Inoreased Hd+Ad .10 
H-Hd-A-Ad 1.00 
Less oonfused suooession .~ 
basioally unchanged. One of the most cornmon oharacteristics ot 
sohizophrenia, the overemphas1s on Whole responses, was tound 
quite consistently before as well as atter treatment. Eighty 
per cent ot the group mainta1ned an equally d1vided emphasis on 
W-D-Dd and W-Dd ... D types of approach. Irhe mean W percentages 
before and after therapy were forty-eight and fifty-two, respeo-
tively. Although the emphasis on vague 'whole responses does 
not ohange markedly, the schizophrenic does seem to have a.n im-
proved orientation toward the test which 1s reflected in more 
logical sequence of responses. The generally CQn!\lsed. sucoes· 
sion of responseS tends to~~rd a simply loose suo cession. Sev-
enteen of the twenty oases manifested a confused succession of 
responses before shock while only eight of the entire group 
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remained confused after treatment. Although this difference 1s 
significant at the one per cent level of oonfidenoe. relatively 
little weight can be attributed to this factor since too few 
responses were present in most oases to justify an adequate 
rating of suo cession. 
'The clearing of some of the patient's former confu-
sion with a continuation of a.n emphasis on vague whole responuel 
lends a stabilIty to the latter Whioh suggests that it may be 
a component of the patient's pre-psychotic personality not road· 
ily amenable to cha.nge. The inability to organize the percep-
tual field finds its oounterpart in the sterility of the pa-
tientts inner resouroes, especia.lly when considered in relation 
to a mature type of creativity_ This is evident in the low 
number of human responses in this study. a cond1 tion which re-
mains unaffeoted by treatment. Only forty per oent of the pa-
tients had one or more 14 responses before treatment and this 
peroentage remained the same for the post-shock group. Al-
thougll an abnormally small number of )II is gene,ntlly to be ex-
peoted in schizophrenia, Rorschach and Klopfer and Kelley emO 
phae1ze one exoeption and that 1s in the oase of paranoIds. 
They had found that, oontrary to the writer's findings, paranoic 
sohizophrenics usually have a high number of human movement re-
sponses in their reoords. Piotrowski, on the other hand, 
olaims that 1n all types of schizophrenia SUbjected to a stUdy 
~. 
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of this nature movement responses a.re the most outsta.nding 
variable. This claim finds no confirmat1on in the present case. 
The paucity of inner resouroes 1s further refleoted 
in the infantile nature of the soh1zophren1cs' react1ons. A 
greater number of pa.tients projected animal movement in their 
responses, although fewer such 'responses "Jere recorded .in ea.ch 
individual casa. Eleven r..atlants used Fl~l responses after shook 
as oompared to only seven prior to any treatment. This sliGht 
increase in the use of animal movement, althou;:,;:.h not s1gnif1-
oantly large, might be suggestive of greater sponta.ne1ty in 
reaotions following shock treatment. Th1s 1s contraind1ca.ted, 
however, by the significant increase 1n the severity and preva .. 
lence of oonstr1ction a.fter shock. Pr10r to treatment, nine of 
the twenty cases studied manifested signs of rigidity. exceed-
ing fifty F per cent. After treatment, sixteen exceeded fifty 
per oent. The differenoe 1s s1gnificant at the two per cent 
level of confidenoe. 
The increase in rigidity does not affect form qua11ty 
s1gnif1oantly. The mean 1" plus per cent before E3hock therapy 
was seventy-nine and inc rea. sed to eighty-one a.fter trea.tment. 
Obviously no real change1s indioatod here. This level of form 
quality may seem relatively hight however, oonsidering the 
nature of the populat1on stUdied. It 1s probably due to the 
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faot that many responses were extremely vaGue, but thelr belng 
h~s1oally correot preolUded, aooording to the Klopfer ~ethodt 
attribut1ng a negat1ve form qual1ty to them. thus 1nflat1ng 
th1s sta.t1st10. 
It 1s interesting to note that the only area of the 
. 
test bes1des F per cent wh10h assumes any s1gnif1oanoe 1s 1n 
the area of oolor. T.nls 1s espeoially noteWorthy 1n that 1t 
oonforms to mauler's olaim that II • emot1onal deteriorat1on' 
stands 1n the forefront ot the olinioal p1oture. A4 An apparent 
deorease in the magn1tude of sum C 1s not substantiated s1gnif-
icantly since the ch1 square test produoes a s1gnlf1cant dif-
ferenoe only at the ten per oent level. This area ot affeo-
tivity is dominated. however, by the heavily weighted pUre 0 
re.sponsea in wh1ch the greatest changes have been noted. The 
e:ll:tent to whioh pure 0 responses have been el1m1nated after 
therapy has been found to be s1gnif1oant at the f1ve per cent 
level. Nine patients produoed one or more pure C responses 
prior to treatment (one of whom had nine) wh1le Only three pa-
t1ents retained this type of reaction following a course of 
treatments. I~ is interesting to note that While color naming 
appeared in four record~ prior to treatment, it appeared only 
once after treatment. The group tends to become more 
4 Eugen Bleuler, Dementia. Fraecox of the ~ me w 0 ~ Grou12 .2! Schizophrenias, Net1 York, (1950);-40. / ~~. '(~.~ 
lY LClvnl.J!\. 'T 
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homogeneoua 1n that none of its members exoeeds a sum a of 
four. This 1s due largely to the aforementioned decrease 1n. 
pure 0 responses. After treatment the patient is still In-
capable of exercising any but the most crude type of emotional 
control. therefore the Fe and OF responses which do appear 
rarely and in poor fom, remain basically uncha.nged. Use ot 
finer differentiation in the torm of shad1ng is compara.tively 
rare and remains uncha.nged after treatment. 
Inspection of the distribution of content categories 
used by the group indicates a marked redistribution tending 
toward an emprua.sis on more popular cont.ent and a.n el1.m1nat1on 
of unusual concept,s. Human responses ~re rare in view of the 
exoess1ve emphasis on animal responses~ A per,cent rema1ns 
relatively h1gb after treatment averag1ng about f'orty-s+x per 
oent before and forty-eight after treatment. A per cent. as 
such, 1s not considered of great significance in achizophren1a. 
Ricke+,s ... Ovsianklna oonsiders the relation of A and 0 responses 
important, but the scarcity of 0 responses in the present study 
does not warrant any statement in substantiation or disproof ot 
this contention. At best, we can say that the tendency toward 
high A per cent in schizophrenia. suggests an imma.ture outlook 
which persists in splte of treatment. The peroentage of the 
group Whioh exoeeds f1fty A per cent remains at forty-five per 
r..----------. 
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oent before an VIell as after trentmont. 
No significant change in responsivlty 1s indioated. 
'rhe mean 'R remains consta.nt at 13.;S before a.nd after treatment, 
but there does appear to be a sh:i.ft 1n tho distribution tending 
tot!lard a. ooncentra.tion (media.n) in the ten-to-tt/elve-.t'esponses 
ca.tegory. Prior to trea.tment, three cases responded to the test 
with only three responses. After shock, six responoes Vias the 
lOl'lest Ft reoorded. The three oa.ses, hOliever, responded "11th 
ten, twelve, a.nd seventeen responses. respectively. 
The entire group under consideration was JudGed 
clinically improved by the psyohiatrists who treated them. A 
study of the summary of quantitative fa.otors, however, indicated 
tha.t several oases displayed no tangible teat improvement at 
all. A supplementary a.nalysis was therefore attempted to doter ... 
mine whether any ma.rked differences d1st.1nguished the group who 
showed improVement on the retest from those \'lho shO'\>Ted none or 
even produoed less favorable recorda.. Two advanced graduate 
students oollaborated "lith the \,Iriter in the discr1mination of 
improved and unimproved cases. The judgments were basod on 
quantita.tive changes in the three ma.1n scoring areas of the 
teat, location. determinants, and content. The improved group 
thus selected was diatingu1.ahed. by its increa.sed use of ama.ll 
detail, improved form quality, decrease in sum 0, and leas 
r 
confused succession. The unimproved decrease markedly in the 
r.:: 
productIon of pure C responses. J 
A simIlar a.n~lysis \'ffiS made of paranoId sohlzophren-, 
ics as compared ''11th other types.6 The eleven pars,nolds in the 
group w,ere d.istingu1shed chiefly by the greater constrictIon 
and fewer C responses from the nine mixed and undetermined 
types which compr1sed. the, second group. 
Another tabular approach to this type of data, al-
though not as rigidly quantifIed, 1s that of using certain 
Rorschach "s1gns't a.mong schizophrenic subjects \11th spec1fIc 
reference to the twenty sIgns listed by Klopfer and Kelley. 
The clin1cal flndings of Beek, Rlckers-Ovslanklna, Rorschach, 
and Klopfer and Kelley are compared. SInce the table 1s evi-
dently based on clinical impreSSIOns and observations alone, 
statistical treatment in this area is obvlously impraotical. 
The writer attempted, however, to analyze the degree to which 
the pre-shock findings of the preoent researoh agreed with 
those of other 1nv,est1gators since any sisn.1f1cant change in 
the occurrence of these signa after treatment might mod1fy the 
purely quant1tative da.ta previously discussed. 
5 See Table IV. pase 37. 
6 See Table V t page 38. 
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CHI SQUAHE rrES'l'S OIT DIFl<'EH;:NCES BET'~~l!."'EN PRE- AND POST-SHOCK 
RORSCHACH F..u:':OOEDf.} OF '1'ilE.NTY S. CRIZ. O.l;-Hfil;,NICS, . O~ WHOl"l 
NINE;'iEHI .. : IliU'HOVED AND ELi:';Vj<,~4 UNlil'lI'ROVED' 
Scoring Category .Probab1lity RatiOS 
. Improved Gp. Unimproved Gp • 
Increased W.rl I~ .20 .50 
Increased D% .20 1.00 
Increased d;'6 .10 .10 
Incre[-'l.sed 00/8% .~ .30 
Increased M .30 .30 
Increased Filii .10 .30 
III 1.00 1.00 
Increased F% .10 .30 
Fc 1.00 1.00 
0' 1.00 1.00 
Increa.sed Fe .30 1.00 
Increased OF .30 .50 
Deoreased 0 .50 • .Qg 
Increased R .40 .10 
241. 
8 Ib1d., 246. Small sample, corrected for cont1nuity. 
TABLE IV (oontinued) 
CHI SQUARE; TESTS OF DIFl<"',EHENCES BETvJEEN l)fiE- AtiD .POS/f.SHOCK 
OOHBCHACB RECOHDS OF Tli,SNTY 5Cluzo:am,b~NrC3, OJ? ~'mON 
NINE ','lERE Il4PHOVED AND ,Su..VE1:1 UNINi'ROVED 
Sooring Ca.tegory 
Increased F+;6 
Inorea.sed A1,; 
Increased Hd+Ad 
Increased Sum C 
Less confused succesB10n 
TABLE V. 
Probability Ea.-tio 
Improved Q.P. 
.50 
.~ 
Un1mproved up, 
.50 
.50 
1.00 
,10 
.20 
CHI SQUAHE TES'!'S OF DIl"E'ER~;NCES BETvVl!;EN PRE- AND POST-SHOCK 
Fl'ORSCH.t\CH RECOHDS OF TiJENTY SCHIZOI'HRENICS, O~ .. · ~~HOM 
ELEV&~ ~;ERl'; PARANOID ANt: NINE, OTHER TYl:i!.f1i 
Probability Fiat1010 
Soor1ng Category 
. Paranoid other Types 
1.00 
1.00 
9 Garrett,Sta.~1stiga!B FsyoholofY !-..m i~ducation, 241. 
10 Ibkd •• 246. Small sample, oorrected for continuity. 
TABLE V (continued) 
CHI SQUARE TESTS OF DIli'Fi£FC>~NCiW m~Tv~EEN I<RE- AND FOST ... SHOCK 
RORSCHACH RECORDS OF T1lvENTY SCHIZOPHfu:.:NICS, OF ~v}iO}i 
gLEVEN h~EHE l)ARANOID kND NINE, OTHER TYPES 
Probability Ratio 
Scoring category 
. 
Paranoid Other Types 
d% 1.00 1.00 
Increased Dd/S;:& 1.00 .20 
Increa.sed IJi .50 .50 
Inoreased FM .20 .50 
Decreased m .20 1.00 
Increased F% .~ .10 
Increa.sed Fe 
.30 1.00 
Increa.sed C' .30 .30 
Inoreased FC .10 .20 
Inoreased OF .50 .50 
Deoreased C .O~ .30 
I no rea. sed R .50 .30 
Increased 1' .... J~ 
.30 1.00 
A% 1.00 1.00 
Inoreased Hd+Ad .:30 .10 
Decreased Sum 0 1.00 .50 
Leas confused suooession .~ • .Q;2 
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Foaition (Po) responses, extreme va.riation in form 
quality, a.nd contamina.ted responses are three of the twenty 816ns 
t'1h1oh are o0l101tlel''oa pathoGnoml0 1n schizophrenia by E'ltlald Bobmll 
a.nd are frequently quoted as such by other horscha.oh investiga-
tors, The present study oonfirmed only the extreme variability 
in form quality. About one-half of the group manifested this 
variability and it was especially prom1nent in tho reoords of 
those patients whose poat-treatment teat results generally 
showed 11ttle or no improvement. No contamination of responses 
was found and the inc1dence of Po responses was negligible. 
Klopfer po1nts out. ho~(evert that the absence of thetae signs 
does not preolude a. diagnosis of' schizophrenia, but that the 
d.lagnosls is usually more easl1y ma.de ,fhen they are present. 
It 1s generally agreed that the achizophrenic·s 
approa.oh is typioally confused wlth an emphasis on whole re-
sponses. Th1s was also found in the present study, but the 
general oonsensus of opinion concurs with the \lTrl ter t S findings 
that the DW response is not the most typical, as Beak maintains. 
DW responses are present, but occur rarely. Dd responses are 
generally overemphasized. 
A further revlew of the twenty liorschach signs finds 
most lnvestigators agreed on the dominance of color ln the 
Erlebnistxp* There \'1aa no dominant tendency in the present 
,. '. 
11 Klopfer and Kelley, :rhe Horsobaoh Technigue. 352. 
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study ,,,,hen lndividoo,l ra.tios 'l;lGrO considered. althoue)l 'there 
was greater production of color responses in general. Wh1le 
only f'orty.r1ve per cent of the group produced Olle or more M 
responses, seventy-f1ve per cent produced color responses .• 
Color responses were usually poorly controlled, occasionally 
assum1nr,! the form of color naming .. 
The present sttK'y is 1n general agreement with most 
of the other Rorschach signs eonsidered in relation to schizo-
phrenia. Any more exact oomparisons than the foregoing are im-
possible since there is noway of interpret1ng what frequenoy 
of ocourrenoe is oons1dered when stating that a oertain s1gn 1s 
"present" 1n sohizophrenia. Oertain 1nvestigators may mean b7 
th1s that a s1gn frequently 1s present wh1le others may simply 
mean that the sign may appear in a. schizophrenio record. 
Rating these somewhat 1ndef1nite or1teria. before and 
after shook treatment reveals marked chane;es in only two aI'eas. 
There 1s a significant decreaso in rejections and abstraot and 
personal references disappear after treatment. An average ot 
approximately seven Rorschach signs appears 1n each record and 
this number 1s not affeoted sif,a1f1cantly by treatment. Gener-
a11zations about shifts in the personality structures a.re un ... 
ws.rranted. 
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A oimilar tabulation of the elevenparano1d schizo-
phren1c~ as distinguished from the other types of schizophrenia. 
does not reveal any siBnificant differences between the two 
groups or their degree of improvement. 
Since none of the stUdies published on this subject 
to date have been treated statistically in a manner similar to 
the present study it is difficult to compare them validly with 
this study. P1otrowskl·s study gives no statistical validat10n 
of his Qoncluslons. The present study produces no evidence ot 
increased production of M responses nor of general~y higher F 
plus per cent. An increase in well-controlled color responses 
(FO) is only suggested in ~his study since pure a responses de-
crease significantly wh1le sum 0 remains unChanged. The de-
crease in heavily-weighted C responses suggests a sh1ft towa~ 
better controlled responses after treatment to maintain the 
rela.tively constant sum 0 before and. after treatment. These 
specula.tions, hO\fSVer, are unsubstantia.ted by statistica.l 
proof. 
Halpern's suggested areas of s1gnificant differences 
are unconf~&d in the present study. Neither respona1vity, 
ErlebnlstIP, nor prodUction of human responses undeI'\'lsnt any 
marked changes. 
Responsivit1 \ftlS also claimed to inorease by Rabin. 
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As in the present study t he foun<l that rejections decrea.sed sub-
stantially. NOlle of his other results find confirmat·ion in the 
present study. 
The quest10n of stab1lity of the personality as based 
on movement responses we.s considered substantiated by BeCk in 
his study. The present stUdy does not confirm 1118 contention. 
Although. the number of' responses ShOvl no significant change :for 
the eroup as a \t/bole, ind1vidual cases do not retain the a.bi11t~ 
to produce movement responses in a sufficient proportion of the 
cases to Justify the conclUsion that they ind1cate stability. 
Beck also minimized. the importance of color responses. This 
area. was found to be moat significantly changed in the present 
study. Beck cited no statistical evidence for h1s conclusions. 
CHAPTER V 
SU~~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study '1Ja.s designed to obta.in an objeotive for-
mulat10n of the changes wh10h ·a.re observed in the personalIty 
of sohizophrenics after a series of eleotrio ahook treatments. 
Although little is kno~r.n about the oauses of sohizophrenia, 
even less is known of the cures produoed by various forms of 
treatment. The latter area, with which this study is oonoerned, 
has been the subJeot of oonsiderable researoh. Only a few of 
these studies, however, are direotly oomparable to the present· 
one and even these have been moat subjeotive in nature, with 
little or no statistical Validation. In order to minimize any 
subjeotive blas which mIght distort the da.ta. of the present 
study, the major emphasis was oonfined to the purely quantita. 
tive aspeots of the Rorsohach Test. 
The subJeots of this study were twenty patients 
diagnosed as schizophrenio by a p$yohiatrist, trea.ted by elec-
.trio shook. and deolared improved after th.e termination of 
treatment. Thirteen of the oases were treated a.t a sta.te hos-
pital and seven at a private hospital in the one yea~ period 
from June 20, 1950 to June 14, 1951. The group oonsisted of 
r 
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thirteen men and seven women whose mean age was 30.2 years 
with 10.3 mean years of formal education. 
The Rorschach Test was adm1n1stered and scored accord-
ing to the Klopfer 1,Iethod. The period bet\.[een the original 
test1ng upon admission to the hospital and the retest after 
termination of treatment averaged two months and seventeen days. 
The thirteen state hospital patients received a stan-
dard series of twenty treatments. The amount of treatment 
varied, howover, at the private hospital. Of the soven pat1ents 
treated there, one received 22 treatments, two received 16 
treatments, one received 14 treatments, and three received only 
7 treatments. In four of these seven cases supplementary treat-
ment by insulin coma was administered. 
The review of literature produced only four Rorschach 
studies of a similar nature. Only one of these, however. is 
1dentlnt.l \1i th the present study. This is the study by Rabin 
who noted the effects of electric shock trea.tment on eight 
soh1zophrenic patients and found grea.ter productiv1ty (R), the 
tendency for F+ per cent to grav1tate toward an average range, 
an increase in shading responses a.nd in speed of respondine;, 
and a reduction 1n the number of rejeot1ons. 
Stud1es by Piotro'ltlfJlti a.nd Ha.lpern differ only in that 
insulin shock was used" IJiotroi'tski, hOt'Jever, minimizes the 
probability of find1ng differenceD in the effects of insulin 
and electric shock" He lists several qualitative char~es and 
plaoes oonsiderable emphasis on the importance of the quality 
of the percept as compared 1,..,ith the elaborationo 01' the percept. 
His study involved sixty Bch1:aophronic patients, the largest 
group of any stud,y reviewed in this paper. 
In a study of seventeen schizophrenios, Halpern 
found the greatest differences in productivity, Erlebnistyp, 
and the presence or absence of human responses. 
Beclt stud1ed the effects of shoc~c on eight schizo-
phrenio patients, but fails to mention the type of shoclt em-
ployed. He found shock treatment ineffective in reaching the 
"inner personality" of the patient. 
Allied researoh by Kelley, Nargulles, and Barrera. 
and by Lchvenooolt and 3tainbrook is not oomparable to the pre-
sent study, but illustrates lntereatine: aspects in the develop-
ment of post-shock personality chungos: the formal' proves the 
ineffioaoy of a single treatment and the latter tracer; the 
bradual development of the schizophrenic personality's reorien-
tation toward reality. 
Little or no stat1stioal evidence was producod to 
substantiate the oonclusions arrived at in the studies reviewed. 
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The emphasis \',fas primarily on qua.litative aspects of the 
Rorsohach Test and interpI"3t8.tions of results tended to be 
quite subjective in nature. 
The results of the pre- and post-shook Rorsohaoh 
tests of the present study vIere tabulated and summarized 1n 
the appendix. The 1nterpretation of results prooeeded on the 
null hypothesis, that is, no ohanges were assumed to be signi-
fica.nt unless their signifioarice was demonstrable at a hiSh 
level of confidence. Table III lists the probability ratios 
of the quantitative ohanges \'lhich ocourred in various areas of 
the test as measured by the ohi square test, corrected for 
small samples. 
Considered as a group. ths schizophrenic personality 
pattern 1s with but few exoeptions .. basically unohanged. In 
the looation oategories the emphasis remains conoentrated on 
v'ague whole rosponses with oonsequent de-emphasis of more con-
orete responses to parts of tho blot. No oonsistenoy 1s found 
in the use of determ:nants, although a marked increase in 
constriction is significant at the .02 level. Prior to treat-
ment nine of the twenty caGes manifested. rigidity while after 
treatment the number of oases increased to sixteen. 
In the area of affectivity pure C responses deorease 
significantly at the .05 lovel. The number of patients pro-
ducing one or more pure C responses deoreased from nine to 
r 
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three after therapy. 
These a~~ the only personality chances which assume 
any significance; 1n the entire study. Lese; confus1on 1n suc-
cession is indicated, b~t th1s factor 1s l1mited in siGnificance 
by the short records on wh1ch judgments of success10n were 
based. No Change occurs 1n responsivity. 
Although all of the patients includedln the study 
were considered improved at the tel"mination of' troatment, a 
large proportion sho' .. !~.~d no 1mprovement on the Horschnch '£eo'·I:.. 
l!he group 1'18.S therefore divided into nine Improv·sd and eleven 
apparently unimproved cases and Gubmitted to 8~nilar chi square 
analysis. T'nese flncUngs arc~ summnr'lzed in Table IV. The 
patient \1110 manifests improvement 113 differentiated 1"rom the 
unimproved by a. significantly improved form quality (at the 
.05 level) and a greater emphasis on small detaIls. The latter 
is especj211y concentrated in the human and animal details, 
being signiflcant at the .02 level. .Sum C tends to inorease. 
Frable V lists the findinGS of a th1rd statistlcal 
analysis which \I[(lS made of the eleven paranold schizop~~ren1cs 
in the study consldered as one groUi) and compared with the 
rema1ninc: nlne cases of m1xed and s1mple types of sChizo)hrenia 
comprising the second group_ 
... 
The paranoid cases are d1fferent1ated from other 
types in tho seJIle characteristic,} 1'lhlch discrimin'lta the entire 
pre-shock group from the post-shock group. A marltod increa;:,e 
in rigidity a.nd a. decrease itl the production of pure C responses 
al'e' both significant at the .05 level. 
These three analyses comprised the purely quantita-
tive aspects of the present study. 'fhe t\"lenty Eorschach siGns 
in sohizophrenia {many of which are qualitative) were then 
tabulated and submitted to a. similar series of analyses, 
1) for the entire group, 2) for improved and unimproved. and 
3) tor paranoid and other types. 
'fhls aapoct of the ana.lyz.is sorved to emphasizothe 
extreme variabilit.y in form quality ~lhich 'I.1a6 present in the 
records of the unimproved patients. No contamination vIas found 
a.nd the incidence of Po responses was negliGible. The distri-
bution in the location categorieo confirmed findincs reported 
a.bove. 
Besides these isolated factors, the presont study 
was in general agreement w1th other investigators who studied 
the tl'lonty fZorochach s1gna frequently found in schizo)hrenia. 
The statist1ca.lly s1gnificant fil1dl:r.l6s of the present 
study might be briefly summarized for the entire group as 
r 
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1) increase~rigidity and 2) fewer pure C responses, for the 
improved group as 1) emphasis on small details, especially 
human and animal details, 2) improved form qua11ty, and 3) in-
creaa~d sum C while the unimproved produce markedly lesa pure 
C responses, a.nd for the parano1d group as 1) inoreased rigi-
dity and 2) fewer pure C responses • 
. 
These findings are all significant at the .05 level 
of oonfidence or higher. Cronbaoh claims, however, that in 
testing d1fferenoes on many l:"tol'scha.ch scores sign1ficanoe 
levels may be inflated. It 1s not known whether the nineteen 
soores tested for differenoes 1n the present study would be 
oonsidered "many·t, but Cronbach also sta.tes that "of the dif-
ferences reported in the Rorsohaoh literature as 'signifioant 
at the 5% level,' probably the majority a.re due to chance. ttl 
He feels that the nature of the Rorschaoh Teat makes it peou-
liarly prone to stat1stical error and that the Rorschaoh inves-
tigator should, therefore, demand a higher level of oonfidenoe 
than the 5:1, level before labelling any f1nc_ings "significant. t1 
Aooepting this oautious attitude and applyj,ne:, it to\vo.r<'t the 
present study we find tha,t only the 1nOret1Bod rigidity of the 
entire group remains statistically as well as psycholoeioally 
-
1 Lee J. Cronbaoh, "Statistioal 14.othods Applied to 
Rorsohaoh Scores: A Review," gSJl9ho19e;ioal Bulletin. XLVI, 
1949. 400. 
r 
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slgn1ficant~t the .02 level. 
A specific variable in the present study modifies 
its validity to a certain degree. In three oases (oases B, R, 
a.nd. J>t) it was neoessa.ry to test the patient wi thin a. few hours 
or the termination of treatment. Although the study 
and. Stalnbrook2 suce;eets that patients rea.oh a "steady sta.te" 
no longer than one hour after shock treatment, it 1s usually 
oonsidered more favorable if at least a day or two intervene 
between shook treatment and any subsequent testing to allow the 
oonfusion to subside. 
All of the statistical evidence produoed in the pre-
sent study suggests, however, only one conolusion, MInely, that 
eleotric shook therapy by itself does not penetrate the deeper 
strata of the personality of schizophrenio patients. The fact 
that superf1cial changes are effected, however, is undeniable. 
The psyohiatrist's pronouncement of improvement 1s undoubtedly 
influenced by faotors such a.s improved rapport with the patient, 
d.iall:ppee.ranoe of gross psychotic symptoma.tology (hallucinations, 
delus1ons, etc,), a.nd s1m1la.r observat1onal data. which is not 
amen:::.ble to statistical ma.nipula.tion. 
The oonolusiorl proposed. above, however, oannot be 
2 LBwenoo.ck and Stainbrook, "Cbservation8 on Patients 
after Electro-;::;hock, It Arne~12an Joyr,ml g! psych1a;$:r;y. XCVIII, 
832. 
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.. 
held l'Tithout several modifications,. AlthoU;f:sh the diagnoses of 
schizophrenia by psychiatrists were accepted as correct in the 
present study, psyohiatric classifica.tion leaves much to be 
desired,. Furthermore, pure a.nd unmixed schizophrenic types 
are rare and consequently norschaah patterns of schizophrenia 
are extremely va.ried. 
Another variable lies in the nature of the tabular 
procedure used in the present study. Although this a.pproach 
minimizes the possibility of subjective distortion by the i~ 
vestigator, it also minimizes an important element in the theo-
retical ba.sis on which projective teohniques are desisned. 
Diagnosis of schizoPhrenia is usually made by inference from 
the Rorsohach 'rest, but in using a tabula.r procedure no atten-
tion is paid to the dynamic relationships between the various 
psyoho10gical processes indicated by different sooring syrllbols. 
This study emphasizes the need for further research. 
Only one study, that of P~bints, was limited to electric shock 
trea.tment alone. Findings based on eight subjects, hO\,/ever, 
are inoonolusive. Larger groups should be .studied, therefore, 
in asoertaining the effects of eleotric shock when used in the 
cure of schizophrenia. Furthermore, to assume any significance, 
the resulting data. should be sumltted to carefUl inspeotion 
through a logical and discriminating use of statistical tools'. 
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... 
}]'1na.lly, oonsiderable research 1s neoessary in the development 
of more refined methods of 1nveati5at1l16 I'1orsohaoh data, meth-
ods "Ilhich adequately evalue.te the dyn.t.Unlc aspecto of the test. 
... 
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APl'ENDIX I 
A SAMPLE RORSCHACH PROTOCOL OF A SCHIZOFHRENIC PATIENT. 
CASE G, B.EFORE: ELECTRIC SHOCK TRii..ATI/J.ENT 
Performa.noe ,Proper 
I 
( 40ft ) 1 SOrt of a. butterfly ef'-
fect which will be in-
terpreted no doubt as 
45" something else 
II ( 5'1) (Laughed) DOesn't 1'0-
mind me of anything in 
55" partioular 
III ( 2", Doesn't look like much 
:;'0 of' anything 
IV 
(1'10' (Returned oard) 
V 
(5*'11 See a butterfly effect 
10 
VI (5d )1 Same thing, butterfly 
10" effeot 
VII (55 ft \1 Looks like a map 
l' Of. 
Inquiry 
Xlle a.ntennae, wings, W F A ;p 
the entire pioture 
Reject 
Rejeot 
Bug of some sort, the (~JFA) 
whole thing 
The whole picture, ~i FAP 
wings, a.ntenna.e 
I didn't say that, (W F- A) 
Reminded me of some ani- (tiE' }lap) 
mal, general outline (W F A) 
Colors, I believe 
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A SAJ'[PLE RORSOHACH PROTOCOL OF A SCHIZOPHR;;;,;NIC PA'rIENT, 
CASE Gt B:E;FORE ELEC'rru:C SHOCK TREAfliiENT (cont1nued) 
IX 
(1' 20" 
Performanoe Proper 
1 Looka l1ke a woman I 
used to work with 
1'25" 
x 
She sat in front of me, 
by the way, you OFLn put 
4· 16" that down 
Inqu1ry 
That ~ma spiteful, I ReJeot 
used to work with an 
old ha1rpin, her nose 
. and her abi11ty to goa-
Sip, why don't you pUb 
that down? (Laughed) 
Rejeot 
t------------------a.------------........ ---..... 
A Sf.J.1PLE RORSCHACH f'RO'rOCOL Ol? A ~)CHIZ0.PHR2,anC PATI.2;Nl', 
CASE G, AFTER EU~CTRIC SHOCK TR~~r~iliNT 
Performanoe Proper 
I 
(3"~ 1 Looka like a butterfly, 
55' I th1nlr 1t' s about all 
II 
(8 ft ) 1 Looks like t\'10 dogs - -
still two dogs 
50" 
III 
( 20")1 Two men pulllng on soma. 
thing, I don't know 
what 1n the wad4 they 
have but - - I dontt 
know what these red 
th1ngs are 
Inquiry 
Canter and the two Vi F A P 
w1ngs, tall 
It seems to be the out- vi F MP 
line of two puppies, just the heads, don t 
know whs.t these 't'lould 
be (red D's) 
The whole out11ne ~M H F 
right here, hands sean 
to have ahold of some- (D F A p) 
thing, I don't know 
~lhy but they seem to 
be pulling - - th1s 
ha.s the sha.pe of a but-
terfly, these have the (D F A) 
r 
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A SAJ .. iPLE RORSCPJt.CH PRO/rOCOL OF it. SCHIZOPHRENIC PATI.l1NT 
CASE G, AI<'TER ELI!~CTRIC SHOCK TREATHENT (oont1nued) 
Performance Proper 
III 
( cont'4 
50 tt 
IV (8") 1 Looks l1ke a.n a.nimal 
sk1n, seems to be a. 
center mark but it's 
still a skin 
V 
Inqu1ry 
shape of dogs or some-
th1ng, shape of them, 
not that tail 
The whole thing, oen- W Fc AobJ 
tel" line here, seem to 
be eyes, looked like an ~ FAd) 
an1mal skinned. don't 
know why (runningf1n-
gel" over surface) - of 
course, it does look a 
little like a dogts 
hea.d, snout, ears 
(8"~1 Looks like a. butterfly Whole outline, the 
'3 or a moth antennae 
W F A .P 
VI ( 3") 1 That looks 11ke a fl.!>x, 
a akin 
20" 
VII (lS")l Like a map of some sort 
1 1 0" 
2 Or it oould be two 
dwarfs or elf's or 
something on that or-
der 
A fox akin, looks as 1f W Fc Ao bJ 
it's severed right dotm P 
the middle, head, neck, 
body, outside, you oan 
tell by the head 
Just about evenly di-
v1ded, the shaded a.rea 
suggests rugged ooun-
try 
The hat, pointed fea-
tures, short stumpy 
body, shape 
D l"k lIolap 
D F (tI) 
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A S,.1\l;,IPLE RORSCHACH l:~RO'rOCOL OF' A SCHlZOFHRENIC PATl.EN'r 
CASE G, AFTER ELEC'rRIC BROCK 11HEf"TloiKNT (continued) 
x 
( 20") 1 That looka like some 
part of the body dia-
grammed, looks almost 
like the windpipe and 
the lungs but I don't 
know 1f it would be 
that or not - - close 
l'2 ft as I can come 
Teeting ot limits: 
Inquiry 
~venly divided, used 
the whole thing J the 
form, wouldn't know 
t-IM t part of the body 
\~ell, it looks to me 
like a diagram I've 
seen in a book on 
soience 
Pointed ha.ts, right in 
hare, I dontt know, 
toe long for a. nose, 
like a caricature 
The windp1pe, don't 
know what that would 
be (blue D) but this 
looks like the lungs, 
sort of a red, spongy 
matter, shaded 
W 14' At 
W F At 
D F (H) 
D Fe At { c) 
Patient aocepts all populars, but only after they 
are pointed out to her. 
Card liked most: V, "easiest to see" 
card liked. least: IX, (II don It knO'1 \-/hy" 
APPENDIX II 
Since the da.ta. of this study a.re rather extensive. 
tne tables contained 1n this appendix are briefly summarized 
below to faoilita.te the location of specific data by the rea.der, 
Table I seriest Rorschach data on the entire group of twenty 
schizophrenics before eleotric shock treatment. 
Table I-A - Location oatesories 
Table I-E - Determinants 
Table I-C - Content 
Table I-D - Miscellaneous data 
Table II series: Rorschach data. on the entire group of twenty 
schizophrenics after electric shock treatment. 
Table II-A - Location categories 
Table 11 ... 13 - Detenn1na.nts 
Table 11-0 - Content 
Table II-D - Miscellaneous data 
Table III aeries: Distribution of Rorschaoh soores for the 
improved a.nd unimproved sohizophrenics before and after 
electric shock treatment. 
Table III-A - Nine improved patients before therspy 
Table 1II-B ... Nine improved. patients atter thorapy 
Table 111-0 .... Eleven un1mprovedpatients before 
therapy 
Table III-D - Eleven unimproved patients atter 
therapy 
62 
Table IV serles: D1str1bution of Rorschach scores for the 
paranoid. a.nd other types of schizophrenia before and after 
electric shock treatment. 
Ta.ble IV-A - Eleven parano1ds before treatment 
Table IV-D - Eleven paranoids after trea.tment 
'fa.ble IV ... C - Nine mixed types before treatment 
Table IV-D - Nine mixed types after treatment 
Table V serios: D1stribution of the twenty Rorschach signs 
occurring in the records of the ent1re group of twenty 
sohizophrenics before and after electr1c shock treatment. 
Table V-A - Setare treatment 
Table V-B ... Atter treatment 
i 
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TABLE !A 
... 
ROHSCH.ACH DATA ON Twl;~Nrl'Y SCHIZOPHR~NICS BEF'ORE EL8CTi\IC 
SHOCK 'TREA'f!-lENT: LOCAL'ION CAr:;:OORIES 
' , 
Case W D d DO. 3 W% D?~ d:t Ii) Dd/"'~~ UfO 
, 
A. .,2' 5 30 71 
B 2' 1 . 67 3:; 
c 6 4- 1 54 :;6 10 
D 8 4 2' 67 29 15 
E 10 2' 1 1 71 14 7 7 
F 5 5 50 50 
G :3 100 
Ii 5 :; 1 56 33 11 
I 0 :3 100 
J 8 11 1 40 55 5 
1\ 7 :; 1 2' 54 2:; 8 15 
L 12 2 86 14 
M 10 :; 80 20 
Ii 6 :; 67 33 
0 7 8 1 44- 50 6 
p :; 8 4 12 11 29 15 44 
Q 25 17 1 :; 1 53 36 2 9 
R 4 7 2' 33 50 17 
s 9 :; 1 69 24 7 
T 2' 5 28 72 
• TABLE IE 
RORSCHACH DATA ON TWENTY SCH!ZOPlrnENICS BEFO~ ELECTRIC 
SHOOK TREA T.M.ENT : DETER)!lINru.T8 
case }.[ FJ.l In k K FIt 1~ F- Fe e ot Fe OF c 
A 1 :3 :; 
. 
B 2 1 
C 1 5 1 1 1 2 
D :; 3 7 1 
E 2 1 4 2 1 4 
F 1 6 2 1 
G 2 1 
H 8 1 
I 1 2 
J ;; 4 8 2 1 1 1 
X 2 :3 ;; 4 1 
L; :3 2 1 2 1 5 
]I{ 2 1 1 9 
~t 1 5 2 1 
0 3 4 1 2 
p 1 18 8 
Q 2 4 3 1 18 3 3 5 2 6 
R 1 1 1 2 2 
S 8 1 4 
T 7 
, 
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... tABLE lC 
WRSCHACH DATA ON TyJENTY SCHIZOPHRENICS BEFORE 
ELECTRIC SHOCK TREAIMENT: CONTENT 
: 
I CI • cd 
'g ~ i k ...... .Q .... s::s • .... ~ 0 case .g H ...... ~ 0 .... 0 i 0 0 ,.. ! ., : k .... Pot 0 
= 
Id ... ~ ,Q & Jot ~ .... .... .... ~ ~ 0 I:I<t ... -.:4 <4 ~ 0 ... .~ 0 ~ ~ .... .... Cf.) 0 
A 1 1 5 . 5 
B 1 1 1 1 
C 1 2 :; 1 1 1 1 
D :; 7 ~ 1 2 2 
E 1 :; 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 
F 6 :; 1 4 
G 2 1 2 
H 4 2 1 1 1 :; 
I 1 1 1 1 
J :; 2 10 :; 1 1 6 1 
K 2 9 1 1 :; , 
-
L 12 1 1 
M 2 1 8 2 1 
N :; 2 1 3 1 
0 6 1 :; 1 4 1 :; 
P 1 7 8 8 1 1 1 1 1 
Q 4 2 13 4 1 1 6 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 :; 
R :; :; 2 2 :; :; 
S 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 
T 5 2 2 
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... TABLE ID 
RORSOHACH DATA ON T\tENTY SCHIZOP1:iRENICS BB.:FORE ELI~CTRIC 
aHOCK TREAT~lENT: MISOELLANEOUS DATA 
Case R F% F+7~ A% H+A: l1: sum C W:M Succession Hd+Ad 
A 7 4:; 100 71 6:1 1:0 2:0 Confused 
. 
B :; 100 67 33 1:0 0:0 2:0 Confused 
C 11 45 100 56 2:4 0:3.5 4:0 Confused 
D 14 50 100 42 8:0 3:0 9:3 Loose 
E 14 29 100 22 3:1 0:6.5 10aO confused 
F 10 80 75 90 6:3 0:1.5 5:0 Confused 
G 3 67 100 67 2:0 0.1 3:0 Confused 
H 9 89 100 67 4:2 0:1 5:0 Confused 
I :; 33 100 33 1:0 0:3 0:0 Confused 
J 20 50 80 65 13:5 3:2 8:3 Loose 
K 13 54 43 77 11:1 2:1 7:2 Confused 
L 14 21 0 0 0:0 0:5.5 12:0 COnfused 
)1 13 8 100 8 3~O 2:14.5 10:2 Confused 
N 9 78 71 22 5:0 110 6:1 Confused 
0 16 44 100 44 6:1 0:3 7:0 Confused 
l? 27 96 69' 59 9:15 1:0 3:1 Loose 
Q 47 45 90 36 17:6 2:7 25:2 Confused 
R 13 67 88 25 3:0 0:5 4;0 Confused 
5 13 0 0 25 2:1 0:7 8:0 Conf'used 
T 7 100 100 72 5:0 0:0 2:0 Confused 
68 
TABLE IIA 
RORSCHACH DA'rA ON TWENTY SCHIZOPHR\1NIC5 AFTl:..H E:Lb;CTRIC 
SHOCK THEATMENT: LOCATION CATEGORIBS 
case W D d DO. s w% D% d% OO/S% 
A 1 5 1 14 71 14 
B 3 2 3 2 30 20 50 
c 8 5 62 38 
D 12 10 1 3 46 :?8 4 12 
E 7 16 2 4 24 55 7 14 
F 4 2 67 33 
G 8 4 67 33 
H 10 100 
I 2 11 1 ::3 12 65 6 17 
J 4 5 1 40 50 10 
X 8 5 62 38 
L 10 :; 1 1 67. 19 7 7 
H 5 1 1 72 14 14 
N 10 lP 2 1 43 43 14 
C. 6 5 54 45 
p , 9 2 1 1 72 16 6 6 
Q 6 10 1 2 32 ", 53 5 10 
R 8 :; 1 67 25 8 
s 9 1, 90 10 
T 2 6 1 2 i8 54 28 
69 
.., TABLE lIB 
BORSCHACH DATA ON TWENTY SOHlZOPl~ICS AFTER ELECTRIC 
SHOOK TREATMENT: DETERNINANT8 
case M m III k K FK F F- Fc c c· FC OF C 
A 2 2 :; 
. 
B 1 2 5 1 1 
C 2 4 2 2 :5 
D :; 2 13 4 1 1 1 
E 1 1 :; 2 1 12 1 1 1 
F 1 5 
G 1 1 7 2 1 
H 7 1 1 1 
I 8 4 1 1 1 2 
J 1 1 6 1 1 
It :; 7 :; 
L 1 5 :; :; 
M 2 2' 2 1 
N 20 1 2 
0 1 1 6 1 2 
P 6 6 1 
Q. 1 1 13 1 :; 
R 1 5 5 1 
S 5 4 1 
T 8 :; 
10 
,. 
.., TA.BLE IIC 
R>RSCHACH DATA ON T\"lENT'Y SCHIZOPHRENICS A]'TER 
ELECTRIC SHOCK TREA.'1'MENT: CONTENT 
,.d '8 :>II ~ ..... e CI1 
case J2 H ..... i S (:) 0 ... 4) k r4 
= 
td 0 +It • A .... ~ fi1 .... 0 ~ 0 Pi 0 rxt ..cI ~ <4 "'4 t'Jl 0 Pof .. ~ H 0 
A 2 :; 1 1 :; 
B 1 8 
. 
1 1 
C 2 2 :; 1 1 1 :; 3 
D :; 1 4 1 4 4 2 4- 2 1 4 
E 1 1 6 1 4 9 :; 1 :; 4 1 
F 5 1 3 
G ?; 2 1 2 :; 1 5 .,.I \ 
H :; 2 2 ~ :; .,.I 
I 9 2 :; 2 1 2 
J 1 1 4- 2 1 1 5 
If 10 1 2 :; 
L 1 -,:. 1 1 9 1 .,/ 
M :; :; 1 2 
N 1 1 8 6 1 ~ 1 2 2 5 
0 6 1 2 1 1 2 
P 1 7 2 :; 2 
Q. 1 8 1 1 2 :; 1 1 1 1 
R l~ 7 1 :; 
s 6 1 2 1 1 
T 1 1 :; :; 2 1 2 
7J. 
.. TABLE· lID 
ROR:3CHACH DATA ON 'rvlENTY SClUZOPHRENICS AF'TEI~ ELL'-CTHIC 
SHO OK Tft.SATlvrENT: mISCELLANEOUS DATA 
Case R F% F+7~ A% H+t\ Hd+ t>1:sum C :''4 :1,1 Succession 
A T 43 100 57 3:3 2:0 lcO' Confused 
. 
B 10 70 28 10 1:0 0:1.5 3:0 Contused 
0 10 40 100 40 2:2 0,3 5:0 Loose 
D 26 65 76 19 7:2 3:.5 12:3 Loose 
E 29 41 100 23 7:2 1:1 7:1 Loose 
F 6 . 85 100 100 5:1 0:0 3:0 Confused 
G 12 58 100 25 5:1 1:.5 8:1 Loose 
H 10 80 88 30 3:0 0: .5 10:0 H.1g1d 
I 17 71 67 65 9:2 0:4.5 2:0 Confused 
J 10 60 100 60 5#3 1:0 4:1 Loose 
K 13 77 70 85 10al 0:0 8:0 Confused 
L 15 53 63 27 4:1 1:3 10:1 Loose 
M 7 28 100 42 6:0 2t1.5 5:2 Loose 
N 23 92 95 60 9:7 0:1 10:0 Loose 
C 1l. 54 100 63 6:1 0:2.5 6:0 Loose 
p 13 92 50 68 8:2 OtO 9:0 Looss 
Q 19 68 100 46 9tl 1:3 6:1 Loose 
R 1.2 84 50 33 4;0 0;1 8:0 Confused 
S 10 -go 56 10 6:1 010 9:0 Confused 
T 11 100 73 27 4:1 OtO 2:0 Confused 
TABLE IlIA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RORSaf~CH SCORES OF NINE IMPROVED 
SCHlZOPHRI~NICS BEFORE ELECTRIC SHOCK TREATt:JIENT 
Bcore B D E G I L N 
VI 2 8 10 :; 12 10 6 25 
D 4- 2 :; 2 :; :; 17 
d 1 1 
Dd 1 2 1 :; 
S 1 
w:f 67 61 71 100 86 80 67 53 la 
D%. 29 14 100 14 20 33 36 d% 7 2 00/51; :;3 15 7 9 
M :; 2 1 2 
FM :.; 4-
m 2 
k 1 3 
K 1 
F 2 7 4- 2 1 1 "5 18 
F- 1 :; 2 3 
Fe 1 2 2 3 
c 1 
C' 2 1 1 5 
FO 1 1 2 
OF 1 5 6 
0 4 2 9 
R 3 14 14 3 :; 14 13 9 47 
F% P.Oo 50 29 67 33 21 8 18 45 
1;'+7; 67 100 100 100 100 0 100 71 90 
A% 33 42 22 67 33 0 8 22 36 
H+A:Hd+Ao 1:0 8:0 3:1 2:0 1:0 0:0 3:0 5:0 17:6 
M:sum C 0:0 3:0 0:6.5 0:1 0:3 O=5.~ 12:145 1:0 2:7 
W:Mo* 2:0 9:3 10:0 3:0 " 0:0 112:0 110:2 6:1 25:2 Sue 0 L a c c c C c c 
... Suocession: C - confused, L - loose 
12 
! 
7' 
"" 
~rAl3l..E 111.8 
DISTRIBUTION Ol:'~ FOE~f)CHfli.CH ;'lCORE:3 01" NINE niP; 
saHl ZO.i?HP£fUCm J.i;U\:C'I'FI C ~1IiOC}t l'ItU\ TH .. t.;;~~ 1~ 
SCore 13 D ~V~~ I L 111 ~\l Q .i1. ;",). 
- 12 7 8 2 10 5 10 6 t"l <, ... 
D a 10 16 4 11 :; 1 10 10 
d. 1 :~~ 1 1 1 
00 ';t ~\ 4 ;5 1 1 2 2 ~, 
"" D 2 1 
~. 1,: .,!' 30 46 24 61 12 67 12 4~ ,2 :i\1,. ,7 .,I 
D~{ 20 38 55 :;:; 65 19 14 It;! 5' .,' d"c' 4: 7 6 1 5 rid/,,!~ 50 12 14- 17 7 14 14 10 
''''ie' 
l>i "'At 1 1 1 2 1 ..,.if' 
n,;t 1 2 1 ~ 1 .... 
m ':\ .,.i 
11: 2 1 
It 
ftt 1 
F 2 13 12 7 8 :; 2 20 13 
F- 5 4.. 4 :.s 1 
Fe 1 7 2 1 
0 
ot 1 1 1 
1"0 1 1 1 1 2 
OF 1 1 1 ".l: "2 
"" 
,.,; 
C 2 1. 
11 10 ,0:)6 24 12 17 15 1 23 19 t::...;. 
Ii"'1 70 65 41 r::8 71 5' ,=>0 )l':) 6'" l~; J' ... \.~ '- '~ F+,'t 28 76 100 100 61 6:3 100 gS 100 . j'S 
l~f 10 19 2' 25 65 'Z1 4<' 60 46 ~ iii) ,;. H+AI H4+Ad laO 1.2 1·"" 5tl 9:2 411 6,0 9 Iff 9:1 ... ~ 
Muua 1""'" 0:1.5 ;'1.5 1=1 1;.5 0:4.5 1:3 2:1.5 011 1,3 '~,If 
thM ;::0 1<':):'"" 7:1 aal 210 10al 5:~~ 10,0 6:1 ~,,;o. .".' 
:JuoceealQn* C L L i. C L L l. L 
.. C ... 00 n!tWed , 1.$ 
-
loooe 
~ I ... -..... ........ i"" .. . """*'.' iIIfi"li 601III1IIIil; ~ . .... PI 
, 
". 
~~ .... ~ ... 
! 
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.., TABLE IIIe 
DISTRIBUTION OF RORSCHACH SOOHES OF' ELEVEN UNDilPROVED 
SCHIZOPHRENICS BEFORE E:I,BC'rRIC SHOCK 'l'REA'rjvlENT 
Soore A C F H J K 0 P R S T 
W 2 6 5 5 8 7 7 :; 4 9 2 
D 5 4 5 :; ·11 3 8 8 7 3 5 
d 1 1 1 4 
Dd 1 1 2 12 2 1 
a 
W~" 30 54 50 56 40 54 44 11 33 69 28 D~ 10 )6 50 33 55 23 50 29 50 24- 72 d% 11 8 6 15 
Dd/3% 10 5 15 44 17 7 
M 1 3 2 1 
F'M 
'" 
1 4 3 'X, ..., .,/ 
m 4 1 
k 1 
K 
FK 
F :; 5 6 8 8 :; 1 18 7 1 
F. 2 2 4 8 1 
Fe 1 1 
e 
ct 1 8 
Fa 1 1 
OF 1 1 :2 1 
0 2 1 1 2 2 4-
R 1 11 10 ~ 20 13 16 27 13 13 7 F% 43 45 80 50 54 44 96 67 0 100 
rt 100 100 75 100 80 43 100 69 88 0 100 71 56 90 67 65 77 44- 59 25 25 72 
H+AtHd+Ad 6,1 2:4- 6:3 4,2 13:5 11:1 6:1 9:15 3tO 2:1 510 
Mtsum C 1:0 P:3.5 ~:1.5 0:1 3:2 2:1 0.3 1:0 0:5 0:7 0;0 
W:N 2:0 410 5:0 5:0 8:3 7:2 7:0 ;,:1 4;0 8:0 2:0 
BuCC* a 0 c 0 L C a L 0 C 0 
... Sucoess1on: o - oonfused.. L ... Loose 
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... TABLE IIID 
DISTRIBUTION OF RORSCHACH SCOFJ~B OF EL.E.V E~N UNIlvIFROVED 
SCHIZ0PHRr."'NICS AFTER ELECTRIC SHOCK TREAT1·ili;NT 
-
Soore A C r'" .,: Ii J K 0 P R S T 
~i 1 8 4 10 4 8 6 9 8 9 '.2 
D 5 5 '.2 . 5 5 5 2 :; 1 6 
d. 1 
Dd 1 1 1 1 1 
S 2 
~'1ct 14 62 67 100 40 62 54 72 67 90 18 ,'I 
D;€ 72 38 33 50 38 46 16 25 10 54 d~ 6 
00/3% 14 10 6 8 28 
M '.2 1 
F.tvl '.2 1 1 :; 1 1 
m 
It '.2 1 
It: 
:n: 
F 3 4 5 7 6 7 6 6 5 5 8 p ... 1 :; 6 5 4 :; 
Fc '.2 1 1 1 
c 
C· 2 1 1 
FO 1 1 
OF 2 1 
C "Z. 
."t 
R 7 10 6 10 10 1-.{ 11 13 12 10 11 .,.., F% 43 40 85 80 60 37 (:' 92 84 90 100 ;A 
F-:;r( 100 100 100 88 100 70 100 50 50 56 73 
AI'> 57 40 100 :;0 60 85 63 68 33 70 27 
a ... A.Hd+Ad 323 2.2 5:1 3:0 4=3 10:1 6:1 8:2 4:0 6:1 4:1 
Mtsum C 2:0 0.3 0:0 0'.5 1:0 0:0 ~H2.5 0:0 0:1 0.0 0:0 
\'I:M 1:0 51O 3:0 10:0 4.1 8:0 6:0 9:0 8.0 9:0 2:0 
BUCC· a L c R L a L L a c c 
* 
Sucaesf3ion: C - contused. L - Loose, R- rigid 
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... TABLE IVA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RORSCfu\CH SCORES OF EL&~EN PARANOID 
SOHIZOPHRENICS BEFORE ELECTRIC SHOCK TREATr-1ENT 
: 
Score B D E F G H I K 0 Q R 
VI 2 8 10 5 :; 5 7 7 25 4 
D 4 :2 5 . :; 3 3 8 17 7 
d 1 1 1 1 1 
Dd 1 2 1 2 :; 2 
S 1 
w% 67 67 71 50 100 56 54 44 53 33 
D% 29 14 50 33 100 23 50 36 50 
d% 7 11 8 6 2 
Dd/S;~ 33 15 7 15 9 17 
14 "l!: 2 2 ,.I 
FM. 3 1 3 ':.; 4 
"" 
m 2 4 1 
k 1 :; 
K 1 
FK 
F 2 7 4: 6 2 8 1 :; 7 18 7 
F- 1 2 4 :; 1 
Fe 1 :2 :; 
C 
c' 5 
FC 1 2 
OF 1 1 1 6 2 
C 4 1 2 2 2 
R :; 14 14 10 :; 9 :; 13 16 41 13 
F% 100 50 29 80 67 89 33 54 44- 45 67 
F+% 61 100 100 75 100 100 100 43 100 90 88 
Arr! 33 42 22 90 67 67 33 77 44- 36 25 ;~ 
H+A:Hd+Ad 1:0 8:0 3:1 6:3 2:0 4,2 1:0 11:1 6:1 17:6 3:0 
M:eum C 010 3:0 0:6.5 011.5 0:1 0:1 0.3 2:1 0:3 2:7 0:5 
\~:M 2:0 9:0 10:0 5:0 3:0 5:0 0;0 7:2 7:0 25:2 4:0 
BuCC* C L C C C 0 C C C C C 
'* 
Suocession: C - confused, L - loose 
., 
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TABLE IVa 
DISTRIBUTION OF RORSOHAOH SCORES O.ti' EUVEN PARANOID 
SCHIZOPHRENICS AFTER~~OTRIO SHOCK TREA~~T 
, 
• 
Score B D E F G H I K 0 Q R 
w ,3 12 7 4 8 10 2 8 6 6 8 
D 10 16 2 . 4 11 5 5 10 3 2 
d 1 2 1 1 
Dd :5 :5 4 :; :2 1 
S 2 
w% 30 46 24 67 67 100 12 62 54 32 61 
Dct 20 38 55 33 33 65 :;8 45 53 25 /'" d% 4 7 6 5 00/5% 50 12 14 17 10 8 
M :3 1 1 1 
FM 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 
m 3 
k 2 1 1 
K 
FK 1 
F 2 13 12 5 7 7 8 7 6 13 5 
F- 5 4 1 4 :; 5 
Fo 1 7 2 1 1 
C 
ot 1 1 1 
Fe 1 1 1 1 1 1 
OF 1 1 1 2 3 1 
c 2 
R 10 26 29 6 12 10 17 13 11 19 12 F% 70 65 41 85 58 80 71 77 54 68 84 
F+~ 28 76 100 100 100 88 67 70 100 100 50 
A7? 10 19 23 100 25 :;0 65 85 63 46 33 
H+A:Hd+Ad laO 7:2 7:2 5:1 5:1 3.0 9:2 ilO:l 6:1 9:1 4:0 
M:sum 0 O:l~ ".5 1:0 Oa6 1:.5 0:.5 0:4.5 0,0 0.2.5 1:3 0:1 W:M 3:0 12:3 7:1 3:0 8:1 10:0 2rO 8:0 6:0 6:1 8:0 
Buoo· a 1" L G L R C G L L C 
... Sucoession. o .... contused. L - loose, R - rigid 
. 
18 
TABLE IVe 
DISTRIBUTION OF RORSOHACH SCORES OF NINE SCHIZOPHRENICS. 
HIXED TYEES t BEFORE E.'LECTRlC SHOOK TREATV...ENT 
. 
Soore A C J L ltl N P S T 
VI 2 6 8 12 10 6 3 9 2 
D 5 4 U '2 :; :; 8 :; 5 
d 4 
Dd 1 1 12 1 
S 
W% ;;-0 54 40 86 80 67 11 69 28 I D:-; 71 ;6 55 14 20 33 29 24 72 d~ 15 
00/8% 10 5 44 7 
M 1 :; 2 1 1 
FM 3 4 
m 
k 1 
It 
FK 
F :; 5 8 1 5 18 1 
F''' 2 :; 2 8 
Fe 1 1 2 
" 
1 
O' 1 2 1 1 8 Fe 1 1 1 
OF 5 1 
0 2 1 9 4 
R 1 11 20 14 13 9 27 13 7 F% 43 45 50 21 8 78 96 0 100 it 100 100 80 0 100 71 69 0 100 71 56 65 0 8 22 59 25 72 
H+A:Hd+Ad 6:1 2:4 13:5 0:0 3:0 5:0 9:15 2:1 5:0 
1'1:: sum C 1;0 0:3.5 3:2 0:5.5 2114- 1:0 1:0 0:1 0:0 
W,M 2;0 4:0 8*3 12*0 110:2 6:1 3:1 810 2:0 
suoc* C C L C C C L C C 
* Suooession: C - oonfused, L - loose 
TABLE IVD 
DISTRIBUTIO!~ OF RORSCHACH SCORES OF NINE SCHIZOPHILNICS. 
MIXED TY.i?ES, A~TTER!~I£ECTRIC SHOCK TREATI'iE.l.'i'f 
e ; : ; ; 
Soore A C J L Ivl N P S T 
tV 1 8 4 10 5 10 9 9 2 
D 5 5 5 .:; 1 10 2. 1 6 
d 1 1 
Dd 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
S 1 2 
w% 14- 62 40 67 72 43 72 90 18 D% 72 38 50 19 14 47 16 10 54 -,' d% 7 6 
Dd/S% 14 10 7 14- 14- (:) 28 
M 2 1 1 2. 
FM 2 1 2 
m 
k 2. 
K 
FK 
F 3 4 6 5 2 20 6 5 8 
,F- 3 1 6 4 :; 
Fe 2 1 1 
0 
c· 2 1 1 
FO 2 
OF :; 
0 :; 1 
R 7 10 10 15 7 23 13 10 11 F% 43 40 60 53 28 92 92 go 100 
F~,?& 100 100 100 63 100 95 50 56 73 A' i} 57 40 60 27 42 60 68 10 27 
H+A.Hd+Ad 3:3 212 5:3 4:1 6:0 9:7 8e2 6:1 4:1 
Mtsum 0 2:0 Ot3 1:0 It3 2s1.: 0:1 OaO 020 0:0 
WU>1 1:0 5:0 4:1 10:1 5:2 10:0 9:0 9:0 2;0 
Sue 0* C L L L L L L C 0 
* Suooession: C - oontused, L - loose 
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TABLE VA 
.., 
DISTRI13UTION OF TH1~ TVJENTY RORScrU-\CH SIGNS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 
OF 1'WE~NTY PATIENTS BEFORE ELECTRIC SHOOK Tfui..A'fNh.liT 
Sign A B C D E iT G H I JK L M N 0 P Q R S ex 
1. Approach, emphasis v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 
on wholeB,oonru~ 
2. iiT h1gher t.han v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v V , 
normal 
:;. Oonfabulat.ory DW v v 
4. Contam 1nat ion 
5. Rare detail (00. v v v v v v 
6. 
high) 
M (low) v v v v v v v v v v v v 
7. Color (area 0 c e • IOF e .:tt CJ ~ e c tJI CI C emphasized) 
8. ErlebnlstfP {area M C M C C C C C M M e C M C M- e c 
dominant 
9. On v v v v 
10. F+ (low) v v v v v v v v v v 
11. p';# I" ( low) v v v v v v v v v v v V 
12. Var1abt1ity in v v v v v v v v v 
quali ty (F.... to ~ 
13. Blocking (rejeo- v v v v v v v v v v v 
tiona) 
14. Original res- v v v 
ponses 
15. AJ' (high) v v v v v v v v v v 
16. Shading ( presenoe v v v v v v v v v 
of any type) 
17. Po v 
18. Abstract and per- T v V v 
sonal references 
19. Perseverat10n v v v 
20. DeSCription of v v . 
card 
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TABLE VB 
... 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TWENTY RORSCHACH SIGNS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 
OF TWENTY PATIENTS AF'Tli:R ELb;CTRIC SHOCK THBATl'iE.NT 
S1gn. 
1. Approach, emphasis 
on whole, confused 
2. ~'j, hIgher than 
nor-mal 
3. Confabu1atory DW 
4. Contam1nation 
5. Rare detail (Dd 
high) 
6. M (low) 
7. Color (area 
emphasized) 
8. Erlebnlstyp (area 
dominant) 
9. en 
10. F+ (lov-l) 
11. P% (low) 
12. Variability in 
quali ty( F- to F) 
13. Blocking (rejec-
tions) 
14. Original res-
ponses 
15. A% (high) 
16. Shad1l'l{~ (presence 
of any ty)e) . 
17. Po 
18. Abstract and. per-
sonal references 
19. Perseveration 
20. Descript10n of 
oard 
ABCDEF'GHIJKLt-iNOPQ,R3T 
v v v v v v v v v v v'V v v v 
vv vvv VVVVVVV VI/V 
v 
v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
Fe C PC r;R Fro Fe 0 OF a FC CF OF PF 
M C C 1-:1 M C C it! C 14 C C C 0 
v 
v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v V V V 
V V V 
V V V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V V V V 
V V V 
v v ''IV 
v v 
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